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Retired detective Mick Fletcher finds out he's a father - for the last thirty five years! His son, Christian, is a detective currently involved in
trying to bring tax evaders to justice. But they are both dragged back into Fletcher's past to revisit crimes and events hidden from the public
gaze. Catlin Beck is trying to escape her mother's nightmares only to find herself dragged back to the same events in the company of less
than honest companions. Fletcher is still angry about how his previous investigations were thwarted, so cannot resist getting involved. The
past doesn't always go away. Sometimes it catches up with you. Some people can't forget. They realise they need to stop running and face
their demons. And sometimes the desire to live no matter what is stronger than anything else. Not wanting to live forever . . . but driven by an
anger that won't let you die.
Christopher Rowe is back and there are more puzzles, riddles, and secrets to uncover in this follow-up to the Indie Next pick The Blackthorn
Key, which was called a “spectacular debut” by Kirkus Reviews in a starred review. The Black Death has returned to London, spreading
disease and fear through town. A mysterious prophet predicts the city’s ultimate doom—until an unknown apothecary arrives with a cure that
actually works. Christopher’s Blackthorn shop is chosen to prepare the remedy. But when an assassin threatens the apothecary’s life,
Christopher and his faithful friend Tom are back to hunting down the truth, risking their lives to untangle the heart of a dark conspiracy. And
as the sickness strikes close to home, the stakes are higher than ever before…
In this novel in Filipino, widowed Gloria bravely attempts to pick up the writing where her husband left off, getting help from family and friends,
finding inspiration in everyday things, and discovering that writing is not a death sentence but a life-saver.
Kokology 2 offers all-new insights into the surprising real you. Kokology, the popular Japanese pop-psych quiz game, is now an American
bestseller, and Kokology 2 offers more than 50 all-new quizzes, perfect for beginners and experienced kokologists alike. Kokology, the study
of kokoro ("mind" or "spirit" in Japanese), asks you to answer questions about seemingly innocent topics -- such as which is the cleanest
room in an imaginary house? -- and then reveals what your answers say about you. Play it alone as a quest of self-discovery, or play with
friends, if you dare!
This harrowing mystery, winner of the Philippine National Book Award, follows two Catholic priests on the hunt through Manila for a brutal
serial killer Payatas, a 50-acre dump northeast of Manila’s Quezon City, is home to thousands of people who live off of what they can
scavenge there. It is one of the poorest neighborhoods in a city whose law enforcement is already stretched thin, devoid of forensic resources
and rife with corruption. So when the eviscerated bodies of preteen boys begin to appear in the dump heaps, there is no one to seek justice
on their behalf. In the rainy summer of 1997, two Jesuit priests take the matter of protecting their flock into their own hands. Father Gus
Saenz is a respected forensic anthropologist, one of the few in the Philippines, and has been tapped by the Director of the National Bureau of
Investigations as a backup for police efforts. Together with his protégé, Father Jerome Lucero, a psychologist, Saenz dedicates himself to
tracking down the monster preying on these impoverished boys. Smaller and Smaller Circles, widely regarded as the first Filipino crime novel,
is a poetic masterpiece of literary noir, a sensitive depiction of a time and place, and a fascinating story about the Catholic Church and its
place in its devotees’ lives.
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Award-winning Filipino comic book and soon to be Netflix anime series! When the sun sets in the city of Manila, don’t you dare make a
wrong turn and end up in that dimly- lit side of the metro, where blood-sucking aswang run the most-wanted kidnapping rings, where gigantic
kapre are the kingpins of crime, and magical engkantos slip through the cracks and steal your most precious possessions. When crime takes
a turn for the weird, the police call Alexandra Trese. Trese Vol 1 "Murder on Balete Drive" features all new, redrawn artwork throughout, and
includes a substantial bonus section with behind-the-scenes sketches, info and details on the making of the book and further insight into the
world of Trese, as told by its creators Budjette Tan and Kajo Baldisimo!

All Tom's friends really are superheroes. There's the Ear, the Spooner, the Impossible Man. Tom even married a superhero, the
Perfectionist. But at their wedding, the Perfectionist was hypnotized (by ex-boyfriend Hypno, of course) to believe that Tom is
invisible. Nothing he does can make her see him. Six months later, she's sure that Tom has abandoned her. So she's moving to
Vancouver. She'll use her superpower to make Vancouver perfect and leave all the heartbreak in Toronto. With no idea Tom's
beside her, she boards an airplane in Toronto. Tom has until the wheels touch the ground in Vancouver to convince her he's
visible, or he loses her forever.
A young man's journey through the Philippines' most unlikely obsession: basketball. In Pacific Rims, Rafe Bartholemew, journalist,
New Yorker, and veteran baller, ventures through the Philippines to investigate the country's love of basketball. From street
corners where diehards fashion hoops out of old car parts to the professional league where politicians exploit team loyalties to win
elections, Pacific Rims gets the story-and gets in the game.
Graphic novel.
Essays on gay life in the Philippines.
What if you could do it all over again? Jennifer Wright is pretty sure her husband doesn't love her anymore. She and Max used to
be the perfect couple, but the pressures of work and kids have pulled them in opposite directions. Now, Jen is full of "what if"
questions about whether her bland, suburban existence is all she was ever destined for. When a terrible accident sends Jen into a
coma, she is able to see what her life could have been if she had run off to Australia with the handsome, dangerous man she met
on vacation in her twenties, or if she had stayed with her workaholic college boyfriend. Would she ever have loved another child as
much as she loves her daughters? Could she have become rich? More than anything, Jen wants to do the right thing for her
family. But what she discovers may leave her with even more questions about the choices she's made, and no easy answers
about what to do next.
From Stonehenge to the Thames barrier, this text celebrates the diversity of Britain's architecture. Roger Fitzgerald has traversed
Britain painting as wide a range of buildings as possible. His watercolours illustrate the visual variety in the buildings throughout
Britain, both ancient and modern.

The journey from love to heartbreak to finding love again is personal yet universal. Lang Leav's evocative love poetry
speaks to the soul of anyone who is on this journey. Leav has an unnerving ability to see inside the hearts and minds of
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her readers. Her talent for translating complex emotions with astonishing simplicity has won her a cult following of
devoted modern poetry fans from all over the world. Forget the dainty, delicate love poems of yore; these little poems
pack a mighty punch. Lang Leav is a poet and internationally exhibiting artist. Her work expresses the intricacies of love
and loss. Love & Misadventure is her first poetry collection.
Moon Handbooks are more than just travel guides -- they're reference tools, ideal for independent travelers who desire
complete immersion in the culture of their destination. The only guidebooks to win Lowell Thomas Awards from the
Society of American Travel Writers six years in a row, Moon Handbooks deliver a wealth of practical advice, as well as indepth coverage of each region's history, geography, people, arts, politics, and social issues. -- Engaging narratives that
allow readers to capture the true spirit of their destination -- even before they head out the door -- Helpful information on
language, transportation, accommodations, restaurants, outdoor recreation, and sightseeing -- Detailed maps that
highlight city streets, highways, hiking trails, and parks -- Dozens of online resource listings for easy travel planning and
booking -- Additional Moon Handbooks information on destinations throughout North America, Latin America, the
Caribbean, Asia, and the Pacific can be found at moon.com
Offended by an earl's daughter's rude temperament, wealthy Raphael Locke takes the young woman under his wing to
prove to a friend that he can transform her into a good-natured and eligible match for a gentleman.
Three New York City teens--Claire, Jasper, and Peter--express their reactions to the bombing of the World Trade Center
on September 11, 2001, and its impact on their lives and the world.
Questions of morality in exploring alternate realities; goddesses of old, living in modern-day Philippine society; the flesh
trade in a dystopic future; four childhood friends, taunting fate by crossing the line between life and death, and coming
back again; a world where Justice is immediate, absolute, and therefore deemed perfect-these are but some of the ideas
to have sprung from the mind of up-and-coming writer Eliza Victoria. In A Bottle of Storm Clouds, Victoria's first
compilation of short fiction, her subjects are a mottled bunch; her characters, of all walks of life; her approaches, from all
directions. But her stories all boil down to one question: "e;What if?"e;
Tired of always being the good girl, Emma forms a friendship with fun and alluring Siobhan, but Siobhan's dangerous
lifestyle becomes more than Emma can handle.
The Green Knight, a mysteriously powerful creature, tests the honor and courage of King Arthur's youngest knight.
In the sequel to Seven Sorcerers, Nin and her friends must save an entire world! Simeon Dark is the most powerful sorcerer in the
land of the Drift. Mysterious, cunning, and a shape-shifter, only he can stop the evil Strood and save the Drift from dying. But
where is he? Nin Redstone and her friends make their way to Dark’s mansion—a strange castle built in a tree—where she finds a
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ribbon of shadowy light. Could this be a clue to unlocking the mystery of Simeon Dark? Meanwhile, Mr. Strood is preparing his
distillation machine, gathering his pet tigers and some barrels of blood, and then he’s coming after Nin…. Caro King has created a
funny, rich, thrilling adventure, interwoven with fantastical creatures, myth, and magic.
The original 1997 publication, as a guidebook for Conversations with God, Book 1, had net sales of more than 140,000 copies.
This new edition includes exercises and study questions for all three Conversations with God books. Millions have read all three
volumes of Conversations with God (over 7.5 million copies have sold worldwide in 37 languages). The Conversations with God
Companion helps individuals and groups interactively experience the wisdom found in the books. Filled with exercises,
assignments, and experiments, this new edition of the guidebook shows readers how to live the teachings that Walsch reveals in
all of the books.
A self-help book intended improve your life by replacing faulty, unworkable ideas with accurate beliefs
Includes twenty-nine selections from the New Testament, plus questions, activities, and word lists.
The Rules of Enticement: A woman should never surrender to a man without knowing his intentions. A man should never seduce a
woman for the purposes of revenge. Rules of Society After nine years, Hannah Setterington has decided tosell the Distinguished
Academy of Governesses and explore the secrets of her past. To that end she has agreed to be a companion to the elderly aunt of
Lord Raeburn, a man enshrouded by dark mystery and haunted by the rumor that he murdered his wife. A strong-minded woman
accustomed to the vagaries of nobility, Hannah believes the rumor to be so much piffle, until she comes face to face with Lord
Raeburn. Rules of Fascination Dougald Pippard, Lord Raeburn, is deviously satisfied when his plan to trap Hannah springs itself
successfully. But his satisfaction is short-lived as the indomitable Hannah draws the battle lines and kisses him with the pent-up
passion Dougald hasn't felt for nine long years. The fire that has always flared between them rages again with every touch, every
glance,until Dougald is almost ready to forget his wounded memories and plans of revenge for just one more night with her. Rules
of Attraction

Hugo and Nebula Award-winning author Kelly Link calls Elizabeth Byrne's debut novel The Grave Keepers "a lyrical and
gorgeously uncanny coming-of-age story of incantatory power.” And Edgar Award-winning author Mindy McGinnis says
of The Grave Keepers: “At times deeply atmospheric and darkly haunting, The Grave Keepers takes us on a spinetingling journey into a world much like our own, where more lies beneath than above.” The Grave Keepers is a unique
coming-of-age story set in a society obsessed with grave keeping. Lately, Athena Windham has been spending all her
spare time in her grave. Her parents—owners of a cemetery in Upstate New York—are proud of her devoutness, but her
younger sister, Laurel, would rather spend her time exploring the forest that surrounds the Windham’s’ property than in
her own grave. The Windham girls lead secluded lives—their older sister died in a tragic accident and their parents’
protectiveness has made the family semi-infamous. As the new school year begins, the outside world comes creeping in
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through encounters with mean girls, a new friend, and a runaway boy hiding out in the cemetery. Meanwhile, a ghost
hangs around the Windham property—the only grave keeper never to cross over—plotting how to keep the sisters close to
home and close to her . . . forever.
National Book Award and Golden Kite Award Winner A captivating novel about mental illness that lingers long beyond
the last page, Challenger Deep is a heartfelt tour de force by New York Times bestselling author Neal Shusterman.
Caden Bosch is on a ship that's headed for the deepest point on Earth: Challenger Deep, the southern part of the
Marianas Trench. Caden Bosch is a brilliant high school student whose friends are starting to notice his odd behavior.
Caden Bosch is designated the ship's artist in residence to document the journey with images. Caden Bosch pretends to
join the school track team but spends his days walking for miles, absorbed by the thoughts in his head. Caden Bosch is
split between his allegiance to the captain and the allure of mutiny. Caden Bosch is torn. Challenger Deep is a deeply
powerful and personal novel from one of today's most admired writers for teens. Laurie Halse Anderson, award-winning
author of Speak, calls Challenger Deep "a brilliant journey across the dark sea of the mind; frightening, sensitive, and
powerful. Simply extraordinary."
The renowned diarist continues the story begun in Henry and June and Incest. Drawing from the author’s original,
uncensored journals, Fire follows Anaïs Nin’s journey as she attempts to liberate herself sexually, artistically, and
emotionally. While referring to her relationships with psychoanalyst Otto Rank and author Henry Miller, as well as a new
lover, the Peruvian Gonzalo Moré, she also reveals that her most passionate and enduring affair is with writing itself.
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